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Where to Obtain 
Higher Paying CDs

       Are you disturbed by the rates on CDs issued at your bank? There's something you can
do about it.

       Many banks are FDIC insured, just like your local bank. Shop around for the best
Certificates of Deposit. Check out other banks and saving institutions in your neighborhood, and
in other states. Their rates could be higher than what you can get locally. In fact, the highest
rates offered by some banks could be 50% higher than national averages... sometimes more.1

       How do you shop for a competitive rate? You could spend hours searching the Internet
and maybe find a few. Or, you could call us and get a more comprehensive listing of CDs
available right now. That list will show you CDs of various maturities and types. Just like at your
local bank, your principal is returned at maturity. You receive interest every month or calendar
quarter, depending on your desires.

       To get a current list, you can contact the representative that provided this booklet.
Before we get started, please note that some CDs may be callable prior to maturity and
therefore carry interest rate risk. Brokered CDs are typically subject to transaction costs not
generally associated with bank CDs. Early withdrawal from any CD prior to maturity may be
subject to early withdrawal penalties. Also, interest earned from a CD that is not held in a
qualified retirement account is subject to federal and sometimes state income taxes.

       To learn more about CDs that pay higher rates, turn to the next page and read about
callable CDs...



1 http://www.bankrate.com , 12/20/15. Average one year CD=.27%, highest=1.32% ($25,000 minimum).



Callable CDs

       "Callable CDs" are a variety of CDs that often pay more than regular (non-callable)
CDs. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation insurance, full principal repayment at maturity
and above-average yields appeal to safety-conscious retirees looking for income.

       Although FDIC insured, they have features you must understand. Before you jump at
the rate offered by some ad in the Sunday newspaper, here's what you need to know about the
features offered:

High Rate:

The higher rate could be temporary. Some callable CDs are callable after a year or two,
which means you can get paid off and your high rate stops. Although your principal may still be
insured by the FDIC, you may be required to find another place to invest your money which
could subject your investment to interest rate risk. Although the bank could have the option to
pay you back after one or two years, you do not have the same flexibility.

Banks offer callable CDs to shift interest-rate risk to the depositor. Because the depositor is
taking on this interest-rate risk, a callable CD will have a higher yield than the same maturity CD
without a call provision. The additional yield is partial compensation for the depositor accepting
the interest-rate risk. They may have terms of 10 or 20 years. Therefore, these CDs are typically
suitable for someone who does not need liquidity and wants higher returns than a non-callable
CD and the safety afforded by the FDIC protection. Consider that earning more on your money
could reduce the need for you to tap into your principal investments. If you buy such higher-
paying CDs, it might be wise to keep other money for liquidity available in a money market
account or bank account. Although money market accounts are typically considered to be safer
than many equity investments, money-market shares are redeemable at net asset value, which
may be more or less than original cost. An investment in a money market fund is not insured or
guaranteed by the FDIC or any other government agency. Although money market funds seek to
preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by
investing in such a fund.

These callable CDs are suitable for:

People who want to protect their "core" principal that they never want to spend 
People who want to leave money for heirs 
People who need to safely maximize income 
People who have adequate liquid resources

Take these precautions:

       Someone may tell you that you can sell these CDs at any time. It is true that most banks
will buy back the CD from you but it could be at a steep discount. With respect to principal
repayment, the bank's obligation is to pay you back at maturity.

       You may be told that if you pass away before the CD matures, your heirs can "put" the
CD back to the bank and get the principal. This offer however is dependent upon the bank
having enough funds in the "put" pool. Your heirs will have priority but could wait to see cash.



       Call for a free checklist to use before buying high rate or callable CDs.

       Want to hear about a CD that allows you to participate in the movement of the market?
Please give us a call.



Index-Linked CDs

       These CDs pay interest based upon the overall performance of a stock market index,
and your principal deposit is FDIC insured up to current limits. Here's an example of how one of
these CDs work. Please note, however, that the various features of these CDs vary from
company to company (e.g., maturity, interest rate determination, withdrawal penalties).

       Here's a hypothetical example. You make a deposit, say $10,000. The CD has a 3.75
year maturity, non-callable. At the end of 3.75 years, you would receive your deposit back plus
interest based upon the movement of a pre-selected stock market index, such as the S&P 500.2

Let's assume that the index increased 3% per calendar quarter over the next 3.75 years. In this
hypothetical example, you would receive $12,271 (interest rates are subject to change and your
actual results will vary). Please note that this example is used for illustration purposes and is not
a prediction of future market performance.

       The attractive feature of such CDs is that you could earn a higher amount of interest.
However, you could earn zero if the stock market falls during the term of the CD. Your full
deposit is always returned to you at maturity no matter what occurs in the stock market. Index-
linked CDs are subject to early withdrawal penalties, and an investor is not guaranteed to
receive 100% of his or her principal investment if funds are withdrawn prior to maturity. Also, an
investor's right of early withdrawal can be limited to certain dates.

       Note that some varieties have a "cap" limiting the gain. For example, a 100% cap would
mean that a $10,000 CD would not provide more than $20,000 no matter how large the gain in
the index. Others may have a call feature allowing the issuing bank to redeem the CD before
maturity at pre-stated prices.

       Yet others may have a "participation rate" where you partially participate in the index
gain. For example, if the stock index rises by 100% and your participation rate is 50%, you enjoy
only half of the market gain. All of these features are included in the descriptive materials. So
read and understand them carefully before you invest.

       If you think that the stock market performs well over the long term, index-linked CDs
could interest you. It's an opportunity to participate in potential market gains and to protect your
principal from market losses. But some people may still opt for the traditional CD with its fixed
payment of .85% (Bankrate.com's national average rate for five year Jumbo CD was .85% as of
12/20/15).

       If today's CD rates leave you yearning for a higher return with safety, index-linked CDs
could be for you. Call the phone number on the last page of this booklet for some valuable
information regarding these types of CDs.



2 The S&P 500 is an unmanaged group of 500 widely-held securities considered to be representative of the stock
market in general. An index cannot be invested in directly.



FDIC Insurance - Do 
You Really Understand It?

       Most people realize that their bank deposits are insured up to $250,000 per person, per
institution. To ensure that all your accounts are fully insured, you could just spread your money
among different banks. However, you can also keep accounts at the same banks and get
several hundred thousands of dollars of insurance if your accounts are organized correctly.

       One strategy is to use trusts or "pay-on-death" designations. Accounts that have named
beneficiaries are insured $250,000 per named beneficiary. Here's an example of how two
parents and one child can insure $3 million of deposits using the correct designations on
accounts:

How a husband, wife and one child 
may have insured amounts totaling $3 million 

Individual Account:

Husband $250,000

Wife $250,000

Child $250,000

Joint Accounts:

Husband and Wife $250,000

Husband and Child $250,000

Wife and Child $250,000

Revocable Trusts:

Husband as a Trustee for Wife $250,000

Husband as a Trustee for Child $250,000

Wife as a Trustee for Husband $250,000

Wife as a Trustee for Child $250,000

Child as a Trustee for Father $250,000

Child as a Trustee for Mother $250,000

Total $3,000,000

       To make sure you have the protection you want, the representative providing this
booklet will be happy to review your list of CDs and explain how to designate each account.



Are Fixed Deferred Annuities 
a Good Alternative to CDs?

       If you have accounts at banks, you may have been pitched on fixed deferred annuities
as an alternative. But you need to understand the differences. Under the right circumstances
annuities may in fact be a great way to get higher income, get a tax benefit and reduce or
eliminate tax on your Social Security income. Let's explore the differences:

Safety

       Bank deposits are FDIC insured and annuities are not. Annuities are guaranteed by the
claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. Therefore, select annuity companies that
are at least "A" rated or higher. You can call for the current rating on any annuity you may now
own or when considering such an investment in the future.

Rate

       Before investing, you should find out how long the rate will be effective, and what the
guaranteed rate is after that. After all, some companies have a guaranteed rate of 0%.

       Annuities and CDs often pay comparable rates. On 12/20/15, CIT Bank was offering a
5-year Jumbo CD at 2.23% interest (www.bankrate.com, $100,000 deposit). At the same time,
at least one highly rated insurance company, Midland National Life (rated A+ by S&P) was
offering a five-year fixed-rate annuity for 2.55%. (Guarantee Ultimate 5, $10,000 deposit).3

Term

       Some people think that annuities force you to lock in your money. Annuities in fact come
in terms from one year to 20 years and all terms in between. Of course, the term of the annuity or
CD will typically affect the interest rate for the product. Even on a long-term annuity, you can
cash it at any time. However, surrender charges and fees will apply. The amount of these
surrender charges is typically based upon the time you have been invested in the annuity and
these charges can last for 10 or more years in some cases.

       Some annuities apply surrender charges only to interest earned so you always get your
principal returned. A common feature is the free withdrawal of 10% of the balance each year.
This provides sufficient access to funds for many policyholders. At the end of the term, you can
cash in the entire annuity or exchange it for a new annuity. Note that withdrawals from an annuity
prior to age 59½ may be subject to income taxes and a 10% tax penalty on the withdrawn
amount.

Taxes

       CDs can affect your taxes adversely because you pay tax even if you reinvest the
income. Taxes on deferred annuities, however, are not paid until money is withdrawn. There is
an additional tax benefit. Because deferred annuity interest is not included on your tax return,
you may find that the tax on your Social Security income is reduced or eliminated.4 That's
because your Social Security income is taxed only if your reportable income exceeds specific
amounts.5 Call for an analysis on saving Social Security taxes.



3 Annuities and CDs alike tend to pay higher interest rates for products that are issued for longer maturities. The rates
of these products can vary greatly among companies and banks. 
4 IRS Publication 17, 2014. 
5 This is not a comprehensive discussion of tax issues and you should consult a tax advisor.



       Please also note that ordinary income taxes are paid on withdrawals from an annuity,
and withdrawals prior to age 59½ are subject to an additional 10% income tax penalty.

Lifetime Income

       Annuities can be "annuitized" or converted for a fixed monthly income that you cannot
outlive. You can obtain a monthly income for as long as you live (note that the annuity principal is
surrendered in exchange for the lifetime income).

Index Annuities

       Similar to the index-linked CDs described earlier, you can obtain fixed annuities that
have their annual interest based upon increases in an established market index (e.g., S & P
500).6 Your principal is guaranteed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company
when held to the maturity date.7 When the market declines, your principal is protected, less
applicable fees and charges. When the market increases, you get a percentage of the increase
in the market. Such annuities typically provide a minimum guaranteed return.

       Annuities may be an alternative to CDs but understand the above differences before
you invest. If someone has suggested an annuity, call for a second opinion. Equity indexed
annuities are long-term investments subject to possible surrender charges and 10% IRS early
withdrawal penalty prior to age 59½. Please note the application of surrender charges could
result in a loss of principal, the minimum guaranteed return may be 0%, and investment
return based on market increases may be capped. The guaranteed account value of an
equity-index annuity only applies if the annuity is held until the end of the contract term
and that loss of principal is possible if the annuity is surrendered before the end of the
contract term. Equity-index annuities are not FDIC insured, unlike index-linked CDs.



6 The S&P 500 is an unmanaged group of 500 widely-held securities considered to be representative of the stock
market in general. 
7 Note that withdrawals prior to maturity may not participate in growth of the S&P 500 and may incur surrender
charges.



Are Your CDs Titled Correctly?

       CDs are a popular investment among retirees because of CD safety. But some people
do not give adequate attention to how the CD is titled and this can create problems.

       If you register the CD in your own name, it will need to be probated before your heirs
can get it. That could be a delay of months. To avoid probate, some seniors register their CD as
joint tenants with their children. However, did you know that by including their names as joint
tenants, you could expose the CD to claims of your children's creditors?

       For example, let's assume your son is a building contractor. One of his buildings falls
down and someone is killed. He gets sued for limits exceeding his insurance and his assets are
attached including your CD! You then have to prove that the CD was your money and incur
legal expenses to protect your CD. Therefore, consider not listing other people as joint tenants
unless absolutely necessary.

       An alternative approach is to name them as "pay-on-death" beneficiaries. With this
designation, the CD becomes immediately available (upon proof of identity) to those
beneficiaries named upon death of the account holder.

       Another alternative is to have a living trust and have it own the CD. This also avoids
probate and can allow you to place further restrictions such as distribution of only a portion of the
funds annually.

       Titling of the CD also affects how much of the CD is insured as explained earlier in this
booklet.

       Even simple investments can often require more complete understanding. Please call if
you have any questions about CDs or other income alternatives.
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Charles Abels Massie

Charles Abels Massie CPA, CFP® Charles (Chuck) holds a B.S. Degree in
Pharmacy from the University of Oklahoma and studied Acc Accounting at
the University of South Florida (USF). In addition, Chuck is a Certified
Valuation Analyst (CVA) and a Certified Financial Planner™ professional
(CFP®). Chuck also obtained his pilo pilot license (flies regularly) and
yacht captain (Masters) license. He began his career as a Pharmacist
owning and operating several pharmacies. While operating the
pharmacies, Chuck developed a national computer software company for

accounting and medical records for nursing homes. Due to the success of the software package,
Chuck created and owned a forms company and a package mailing company. He then bought a
printing company to add to the “complete service” approach. After 16 years of successfully
operating all of these companies, Chuck sold the businesses and enjoyed some well-deserved
time off. 

Shortly thereafter, Chuck embarked on a brief ownership of a yacht dealership which he later
sold to pursue a career in Accounting. He was always curious and interested in business
taxation since tax planning played an important role in operating decisions. Chuck enrolled in the
Accounting program at USF, Ft. Myers, with the goal of obtaining the CPA designation. While
studying accounting, Chuck sat for and passed the Enrolled Agent (EA) exam given by the IRS.
After completing his accounting courses, Chuck sat for the CPA exam and passed all four parts
the first time, not many pass the first try! Throughout his pursuits, Chuck continued to own a
pharmacy in Ft. Myers with his partner until 2009 when it was sold. 

Chuck then set his sights on becoming a Certified Valuation Analyst (CVA) knowing there were
not many CVAs in Lee County. His interest for the CVA was sparked by his buying and selling of
his own businesses. The valuing of business acquisitions, dispositions, and partner shares is an
important aspect of hiring a CVA. 

After attaining the CVA designation, Chuck began to realize the importance of CPAs
understanding the complete financial picture of the client and asset protection planning. He
decided that studying for the CFP® designation would be the perfect compliment to the CPA
profession. Chuck successfully passed the CFP® exam passing all three parts the first time just
as he had the CPA exam! 

Due to the expansion of his firm, mostly through client referral, Chuck recruited Barbara A.
Reilly, CPA in June 2008; Barbara was formerly an Allstate Agent before becoming a CPA. In
September 2009, Charles Abels Massie, CPA, PA became Massie & Reilly, CPAs, PLLC
offering a full range of financial services including tax planning, tax preparation, asset protection
planning, entity selection consultation & insurance reviews. 

Career Summary CPA, EA, CVA, CFP® – Massie & Associates Financial Planning Corp and
Massie & Reilly CPAs, PLLC Pharmacist – RX Services Corp 

Education Bachelor of Science, Pharmacy – University of Oklahoma Enrolled Agent – IRS Exam



Accounting Courses – University of South FL, Ft. Myers Certified Valuation Analyst (CVA)
Life/Health and Series 7 & 66 – Insurance/Investment licenses Certified Financial Planner ™
professional (CFP®) 

Professional Activities Former Board Member of: City of Fort Myers Investment Advisory Board,
Gulf Coast Retirement Village, Calusa Nature Center & Planetarium, Visiting Nurses Assoc,
Downtown Fort Myers Rotary, Harry Chapin Food Bank Professional Advisory Network, Lee
County School Board Financial Advisory Committee, Sanibel SeaSchool



About 

Massie & Associates Financial Planning Corp.

Massie & Associates Financial Planning Corp consists of personnel with a long history for
financial planning. The owner and some staff members hold the following designations: CPA,
CFP® professional, Life and Annuity Licenses, Series 7, 66 & 24 (Equities Licenses). We are
licensed to transact financial help throughout the United States and some foreign countries.

· Estate Planning - Includes assistance with living trusts and elimination of estate
taxes

· Life Insurance - Includes review of current policies and proposals for needed new
policies

· Annuities - Includes review of current policies and proposals for needed new
policies

· Equities - Includes managed funds and separate accounts for stocks, bonds, ETFs,
Mutual Funds & Alternative Investments

· Retirement Plans - Assistance in moving or setting up a 401(k) Plan

· Long Term Care or Disability - Includes assistance with determining if a Long Term
Care product is right for you and/or if you are in need of a Disability Insurance Policy



Phone today with questions or to see if we can help you. 
There is no charge for an initial meeting.

Charles Abels Massie 

CPA, CFP®

(239) 333-2526

Massie & Associates Financial Planning Corp. 
cmassie@pbsrep.com 

15671 San Carlos Blvd., Ste. 201 
Fort Myers, FL 33908
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